Dennis March 9th 1823
C/t Jbo Chase administrator of the property of E. Howes Dtn to
David Howes to sell of the land with C/t Joshua Winson for $0.60
to a quart rum for wandue $5
and otherwise $11

Budg pry. David Hows 11 46
Dennis  March 9th AD 1829
Cpt Job Chase administrator of the property of
E. Howess Dtr to david Howes 4 to setin of
the land with Cpt Joshua wixson
0 – 50
to 1 quart rum for vandue and Other times
0 – 71
$  0 = 75

to [faded] S[--] Stat
Recd pay   David Howes
1 : 46